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In effect September 1st, 2022

6 BUSINESS DAYS

PRINT SIZE Regular paper
2.5x3.5 (sheet of 2) $0.39
3.5x5 $0.39
4x6/4x4/4x5 $0.39
5x5  $0.79
5x7 $1.49
8x8 $3.50
8x10 $3.50
8.5x11 $3.89
8x12 $3.99
9x12 $4.69
10x10 $4.79
11x11 $5.23
11x14 $7.99
12x12 $6.90
12x18 $11.99
10x20 Panorama $15.99
10x24 Panorama $16.99
10x30 Panorama $19.99
12x24 $16.99
12x36 Panorama $23.99
14x14 $10.99
15x30 $29.99
16x16 $14.99
16x20 $21.99
16x24 $26.99
20x20 $28.99
20x24 $31.99
20x30 $36.99
24x24 $38.99
24x30 $53.99
24x36 $63.99
30x30 $67.99
30x40 $72.99
30x48 $77.99

Reprints and Enlargements - Digital Files
Prints made on photographic paper ordered anytime from anywhere. You have many options and we invite you to use the one that is most convenient to you. Visit www.donsphoto.com from 
your mobile device or desktop computer. Download the iOS app from the iTunes store, or download and install the fully featured ROES software for desktop computers from the Don's Photo 
site.  We also invite you to order in person at any of our locations. The choice is yours.
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In effect September 1st, 2022

6 BUSINESS DAYS

PRINT SIZE Hahnemühle Epson Premium
Photo Rag Lustre

8x10 $24.99 $12.99
8.5x11 $29.99 $15.99
8x12 $29.99 $15.99
9x12 $31.99 $15.99
10x10 $29.99 $14.99
11x11 $31.99 $15.99
11x14 $39.99 $19.99
12x12 $36.99 $16.99
12x18 $49.99 $24.99
10x20 Panorama $43.99 $21.99
10x24 Panorama $49.99 $25.99
10x30 Panorama $61.99 $29.99
12x24 $56.99 $27.99
12x36 Panorama $82.99 $41.99
14x14 $35.99 $19.99
15x30 $82.99 $41.99
16x16 $45.99 $22.99
16x20 $56.99 $27.99
16x24 $62.99 $31.99
20x20 $65.99 $31.99
20x24 $73.99 $36.99
20x30 $85.99 $42.99
24x24 $82.99 $39.99
24x30 $103.99 $49.99
24x36 $114.99 $56.99
30x30 $119.99 $59.99
30x40 $149.99 $71.99
30x48 $175.99 $84.99
36x36 $159.99 $76.99
36x48 $199.99 $93.99
36x54 $217.99 $105.99
40x40 $180.99 $89.99
40x50 $229.99 $109.99
40x60 $242.99 $119.99
40x80 $329.99 $159.99

Fine Art Prints
Fine art  printing on a variety of media with pigmented inks.  Hahnemühle rag papers (Photo Rag 308 gsm, Photo Rag Satin 310 gsm and Photo Rag Pearl 320) and
Epson premium Lustre . 
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In effect September 1st, 2022

5 BUSINESS DAYS

PRINT SIZE Print N Stick Tough Vinyl
Self Adhesive Self Adhesive

14x14 $19.99 $17.99
15x30 $46.99 $41.99
16x16 $26.99 $22.99
16x20 $31.99 $29.99
16x24 $34.99 $31.99
20x20 $36.99 $32.99
20x24 $41.99 $37.99
20x30 $46.99 $41.99
24x24 $46.99 $42.99
24x30 $51.99 $51.99
24x36 $62.99 $56.99
30x30 $66.99 $59.99
30x40 $79.99 $73.99
30x48 $99.99 $86.99
36x36 $86.99 $77.99
36x48 $106.99 $99.99
36x54 $124.99 $119.99
40x40 $96.99 $89.99
40x50 $122.99 $109.99
40x60 $134.99 $119.99
40x80 $179.99 $159.99

Self Adhesive Prints

Please contact us for sizes that are not listed.

Print and Stick 5 mil self adhesive-backed matte material.  Perfect for wall graphics, this matte printable fabric is designed for smooth, effortless application to a wide range of 
flat surfaces and it will not rip, wrinkle, or stretch in production making it easy to cut into any shape. Application ideas include wall cut-outs, wall murals, decals, signs, window 
graphics, and more. 

Tough Vinyl is a more permanent  5-mil adhesive-backed vinyl ,  yielding colorful photos to be printed on this durable, weather-resistant surface.
The TOUGHcoat™ layer provides such exceptional resistance to water and scratching that graphics printed on this material will last up to 8 months outdoors without 
lamination. Prints will last up to two years outdoors when laminated . The strong, permanent solvent-based adhesive sticks to most popular sign substrates and removes 
cleanly for up to 90 days. Application ideas include POP/ indoor signage, vehicle graphics and temporary outdoor signage.
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In effect September 1st, 2022

4 ADDITIONAL DAYS (NOT INCLUDING PRINT)

PRINT SIZE FOAM-COR GATOR FOAM MASONITE 3 mm SINTRA 3 mm DIBOND LAMINATE
WHITE/BLACK WHITE/BLACK MOUNTING MOUNTING MOUNTING ONE SIDE

8X8 $6.99 $10.99 $7.99 $12.99 $23.99 $6.99
8x10 $6.99 $10.99 $7.99 $12.99 $23.99 $6.99
8.5x11 $7.99 $12.99 $8.99 $14.99 $27.99 $7.99
8x12 $7.99 $13.99 $9.99 $14.99 $27.99 $7.99
9x12 $8.99 $14.99 $10.99 $16.99 $31.99 $8.99
10x10 $8.99 $13.99 $9.99 $16.99 $31.99 $7.99
10X20 $12.99 $20.99 $14.99 $23.99 $45.99 $11.99
10x24 $14.99 $23.99 $16.99 $26.99 $51.99 $13.99
10X30 $17.99 $29.99 $22.99 $34.99 $69.99 $16.99
11x11 $9.99 $16.99 $11.99 $18.99 $34.99 $8.99
11x14 $11.99 $20.99 $13.99 $19.99 $36.99 $11.99
12x12 $10.99 $18.99 $12.99 $20.99 $39.99 $9.99
12x18 $12.99 $21.99 $15.99 $25.99 $49.99 $12.99
12x24 $16.99 $28.99 $21.99 $35.99 $67.99 $15.99
12X36 $24.99 $41.99 $29.99 $51.99 $99.99 $23.99
14x14 $11.99 $20.99 $14.99 $23.99 $45.99 $10.99
15x30 $26.99 $44.99 $31.99 $52.99 $104.99 $23.99
16x16 $16.99 $27.99 $19.99 $30.99 $59.99 $13.99
16x20 $19.99 $32.99 $23.99 $34.99 $69.99 $17.99
16x24 $21.99 $33.99 $24.99 $41.99 $79.99 $18.99
20x20 $22.99 $36.99 $25.99 $41.99 $79.99 $20.99
20x24 $24.99 $38.99 $29.99 $52.99 $103.99 $21.99
20x30 $32.99 $49.99 $36.99 $63.99 $124.99 $26.99
24x24 $31.99 $46.99 $34.99 $61.99 $119.99 $25.99
24x30 $32.99 $54.99 $36.99 $64.99 $126.99 $29.99
24x36 $36.99 $64.99 $43.99 $77.99 $149.99 $34.99
30x30 $37.99 $67.99 $46.99 $79.99 $159.99 $36.99
30x40 $49.99 $89.99 $59.99 $109.99 $209.99 $48.99
30x48 $61.99 $109.99 $74.99 $129.99 $259.99 $58.99

more sizes continue on the next page

Drymounting and Laminating
Foam-cor®: 3/16" thick lightweight board. Ideal for custom framing or short term mounting on its own. Available in black or white.
Gatorfoam®: 3/16" thick heavy-duty foam board. A more robust option which is less likely to bend or warp due to changes in humidity. Available in black or white.
3mm Sintra: Expanded rigid PVC board, very versatile substrate that unlike Foam-Cor or Gatorfoam can be curved or bent slightly.

Dibond: Archival - rigid - light - two pre-painted sheets of .012" aluminum with a solid polyethylene core mounted with Seal Print Mount 831 adhesive.
Laminating:
Perfect for Fine Art, photographic and plain paper media. They can be dusted or wiped with a damp cloth. . Standard Laminate: Lustre - Also available in Matte
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In effect September 1st, 2022

PRINT SIZE FOAM-COR GATOR FOAM MASONITE 3 mm SINTRA 3 mm DIBOND LAMINATE
WHITE/BLACK WHITE/BLACK MOUNTING MOUNTING MOUNTING ONE SIDE

36x36 $59.99 $99.99 $64.99 $115.99 $229.99 $53.99
36x48 $79.99 $129.99 $86.99 $159.99 $309.99 $74.99
36x54 $84.99 $149.99 $95.99 $179.99 $349.99 $82.99
38x40 $69.99 $119.99 $79.99 $149.99 $279.99 $69.99
38x50 $89.99 $149.99 $99.99 $179.99 $349.99 $84.99
38x60 $99.99 $179.99 $119.99 $219.99 $419.99 $99.99
38x80 $139.99 $239.99 $179.99 $289.99 $579.99 $139.99

10 BUSINESS DAYS

1.25" 1.75" 1.75" 1.25" 1.75" 1.75"
STANDARD PRO PRO SATIN PLUS STANDARD PRO PRO SATIN PLUS

8x8 $36.99 $49.99 $59.99 20x20 $74.99 $109.99 $139.99

8x10 $39.99 $52.99 $62.99 20x24 $84.99 $119.99 $149.99
8x12 $44.99 $55.99 $69.99 20x30 N/A $134.99 $169.99
8x16 $49.99 $64.99 $79.99 20x36 N/A $159.99 $199.99

10x10 $39.99 $55.99 $69.99 20x40 N/A $169.99 $209.99
10x12 $47.99 $59.99 $74.99 24x24 $92.99 $134.99 $169.99
10x16 $59.99 $79.99 $99.99 24x30 N/A $149.99 $189.99
10x20 $79.99 $99.99 $124.99 24x36 N/A $169.99 $219.99
10x24 $94.99 $119.99 $149.99 30x30 N/A $179.99 $229.99
10x30 N/A $149.99 $189.99 30x40 N/A $209.99 $259.99
11x11 $49.99 $59.99 $74.99 30x48 N/A $235.99 $299.99
11x14 $54.99 $69.99 $83.99 30x60 N/A $279.99 $349.99
12x12 $49.99 $64.99 $79.99 36x36 N/A $219.99 $269.99
12x18 $59.99 $79.99 $99.99 36x50 N/A $239.99 $299.99
12x24 $65.99 $94.99 $119.99 40x40 N/A $219.99 N/A
16x16 $61.99 $83.99 $106.99 40x48 N/A $269.99 N/A
16x20 $67.99 $94.99 $119.99 40x50 N/A $279.99 N/A
16x24 $73.99 $109.99 $134.99 40x60 N/A $329.99 N/A

Ready to Hang - Fine Art Canvas 

PRINT SIZE PRINT SIZE

Using the latest inkjet technology we create stunning finished prints from your favorite images. Have your image wrap around the edge of the canvas, or finished with a white 
or black edge. All prints come ready to hang in the size you want. If there is a size you would like and you don't see it listed please ask. 

We now offer a step-up to our inkjet Canvas offering with Pro Satin PLUS Canvas prints. First we start with heavyweight  Breathing Color Crystalline Satin canvas and stretch on 
the Professional  1.75" frame. We then staple the material to the back and complete it with finish tape.  The result is a stunning canvas print with a higher gloss , greater d-max 
and beautiful presentation. 
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In effect September 1st, 2022

10 BUSINESS DAYS

PRINT SIZE SURFACE PRICE
OPTIONS*

4x6 Metal Print VG $20.99
4x6 Metal Print  CURVED VG $24.99
5x7 Metal Print VG, BG, VM $29.99
5x7 Metal Print CURVED VG, BG, VM $39.99
8x10 Metal Print VG, BG, VM $49.99
8x10 Metal Print CURVED VG, BG, VM $59.99
8x12 Metal Print VG, BG $59.99
8x12 Metal Print CURVED VG,BG $74.99
10x10 Metal Print VG $64.99
11x14 Metal Print VG, BG, VM $84.99
12x18 Metal Print VG, BG, VM $89.99
10x20 Metal Print PANORAMA VG $99.99
10x30 Metal Print PANORAMA VG $129.99
16x20 Metal Print VG, BG, VM $139.99
16x24 Metal Print VG, BG, VM $169.99
20X20 Metal Print VG $184.99
20x24 Metal Print VG, BG, VM $199.99
20x30 Metal Print VG, BG, VM $239.99
24x36 Metal Print VG $299.99
5x7 on 8x10 Stacked Metal Print VG $99.99
8x10 on 11x14 Stacked Metal Print VG $139.99
11x14 on 16x20 Stacked Metal Print VG $229.99

*  Surface options VB = Vibrant  Gloss, BG = Brushed Gloss and VM = Vibrant Matte

Aluminum Stand or Float Mount Wall Hanger

Aluminum Stand or Float Mount Wall Hanger

Image Stands alone
Aluminum Stand or Float Mount Wall Hanger

Image Stands alone
Aluminum Stand

Float Mount Wall Hanger

Float Mount Wall Hanger

Float Mount Wall Hanger

Float Mount Wall Hanger
Float Mount Wall Hanger

Aluminum Stand or Float Mount Wall Hanger

Float Mount Wall Hanger

Float Mount Wall Hanger

Float Mount Wall Hanger

Ready to Hang - Metal Prints 

Image Stands alone

Image Stands alone

Float Mount Wall Hanger
Float Mount Wall Hanger

Float Mount Wall Hanger

MOUNTING OPTION

Aluminum Stand

Aluminum Stand or Float Mount Wall Hanger

Create unique prints on Chromaluxe® aluminum panels with a high gloss finish and a luminous quality. Metal  printing is just that – printing on metal. We use a special high 
heat sublimation process resulting in images that have an amazing depth. These prints have a similar lifespan to traditional photographic prints.  The Vibrant Glossy Metal 
prints have a white backing resulting in a traditional look, while the Brushed Metal Glossy print allows the brushed metal to show through on lighter areas of the image.  All 
prints come ready to hang with smaller sizes having the option to come with an easel stand in place of a wall hanger.  
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In effect September 1st, 2022

10 BUSINESS DAYS

Dimesion in feet Regular Metal

1.5x1 Collagewall Display $59.99 $74.99
2x1 Collagewall Display $84.99 $109.99

1.5x1.5 Collagewall Display $84.99 $109.99
2.5x1.5 Collagewall Display $89.99 $119.99
2.5x1.5 Collagewall Display $99.99 $129.99

3x1 Collagewall Display $109.99 $139.99
2x1.5 Collagewall Display $109.99 $139.99

2.5x1.5 Collagewall Display $139.99 $174.99
2x2 Collagewall Display $149.99 $189.99

3x1.5 Collagewall Display $169.99 $219.99
3.5x1.5 Collagewall Display $199.99 $249.99
4x1.5 Collagewall Display $219.99 $279.99
3x2 Collagewall Display $219.99 $279.99

4.5x1.5 Collagewall Display $249.99 $319.99
3.5x2 Collagewall Display $259.99 $329.99
5x1.5 Collagewall Display $279.99 $349.99
4x2 Collagewall Display $299.99 $379.99

4.5x2 Collagewall Display $329.99 $419.99
6x1.5 Collagewall Display $329.99 $419.99
3x3 Collagewall Display $329.99 $419.99
4x3 Collagewall Display $439.99 $549.99
5x3 Collagewall Display $499.99 $599.99

Regular Metal

5x5 Re-order single panel $9.99 $12.99
5x11 Re-order single panel $19.99 $24.99
5x17 Re-order single panel $27.99 $34.99

11x11 Re-order single panel $34.99 $42.99
11x17 Re-order single panel $49.99 $62.99

Ready to Hang - Collagewall™ 
CollageWall™ photo displays are available in our ordering software ROES and through SUPER DOPS that can be found at www.donsphoto.com. Collagewall displays are 
supported by a grid of push-in pegs, CollageWall™pictures hang aligned and stay level. Installation is fast and fool-proof with the included template. And you can add, 
remove and rearrange pictures in seconds. Ordered online, your order comes to you ready to hang with everything you need to make a perfect collage.
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In effect September 1st, 2022

10 BUSINESS DAYS 

PRINT SIZE PLAQUEMOUNT FLOATMOUNT ACRYLIC PLAQUE ACRYLIC FLOAT
1/8 inch 1/8 inch

5x7 $31.99 $35.99 $119.99 $125.99
8x8 $41.99 $49.99 $125.99 $131.99
8x10 $47.99 $57.99 $131.99 $137.99
8x12 $53.99 $59.99 $143.99 $143.99
9x12 $59.99 $71.99 $149.99 $149.99

10x10 $53.99 $63.99 $155.99 $155.99
10x20 $99.99 $113.99 $245.99 $251.99
10x24 $107.99 $119.99 $287.99 $287.99

10x30 $131.99 $143.99 $347.99 $347.99

11x11 $59.99 $71.99 $155.99 $167.99

11x14 $71.99 $83.99 $191.99 $203.99
12x12 $65.99 $77.99 $227.99 $229.99
12x18 $95.99 $107.99 $239.99 $249.99
12x24 $119.99 $131.99 $299.99 $309.99
12x36 $155.99 $155.99 $419.99 $429.99

14x14 $83.99 $95.99 $215.99 $229.99

15x30 $143.99 $155.99 $407.99 $429.99

16x16 $109.99 $113.99 $263.99 $289.99

16x20 $129.99 $131.99 $299.99 $309.99
16x24 $137.99 $155.99 $347.99 $359.99
20x20 $143.99 $155.99 $359.99 $369.99
20x24 $155.99 $167.99 $395.99 $395.99
20x30 $179.99 $191.99 $455.99 $469.99
24x24 $189.99 $199.99 $479.99 $489.99
24x30 $215.99 $215.99 $515.99 $539.99
24x36 $249.99 $263.99 $623.99 $629.99
30x40 $335.99 $359.99 $815.99 $829.99

Ready to Hang - Plaquemount, Floatmount and Acrylic Prints 
Plaquemounts are mounted on 3/8 inch thick MDF (wood) base with a beveled and hand painted black edge. Prints come with a UV laminate and a pre-cut slot on the back 
ready for hanging.
Floatmounts are mounted on 1/8 inch tempered Masonite and have a recessed back that makes the print appear to ‘float’ away from the wall. Prints are laminated with a UV 
laminate.  Floatmounts are much lighter than Plaquemounts, and are therefore a great choice for mounting large prints. 
Acrylic Prints Glossy prints are face-mounted on a clear Acrylic and then finished as a Floatmount or Plaquemount option. This method provides added brilliance, depth, and an 
intensity unattainable by standard finishing. 

Prices includes photographic print and laminate. All print surfaces are available. Prints must be laminated with one of your choice: matte, glossy, leather or canvas with matte the default 
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In effect September 1st, 2022

10 BUSINESS  DAYS

PRINT SIZE PRICE

2.5x3.5 Wallet (sheet of 2) $1.00
4x4 $1.00
3.5x5 $1.00
4x6 $1.00
4x5/5x5 $1.00
5x7 $3.50
8x10 $5.99
8x12 $6.99

INSTANT

PRODUCT PRICE
4x6 Instant Print (from digital file) $0.59
4x6 Instant Print (from original photo) $0.89
5x7 Instant Print (from file) $2.99
6x6 Instant Print (from file) $2.99
8x8 Instant Print (from file) $3.50
8x10 Instant Print (from digital file or original photo) $4.99
8x12 Instant Print (from digital file or original photo) $5.99

In-Store Kiosks

Print from Print

Our picture kiosks offer you a great way to print your digital holiday shots, or to make copies of your precious family photos. You can easily crop, adjust colour and density, and 
even reduce red-eye on your pictures before printing.  At most locations, print 4x6, and 8x10's instantly or send your files to the lab through the kiosk to print standard sizes 

A great inexpensive way to copy photographs, we copy photographic prints ranging in size from wallets to 8x12 in colour or B&W. As this process is automated, Images should 
also be free of dust, free of tears, tape, staples and any other defects that can interfere with the scanning process. With this service there is no original image cropping or 
custom sized copy prints. If image cropping or custom sized prints are required we need to do a digital copy negative and the appropriate size.  
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In effect September 1st, 2022

 6 BUSINESS DAYS

FILM SIZE DEVELOP DEVELOP 2ND SET
ONLY Med Resolution High resolution Med Resolution High resolution & PRINT

135 - 12 & APS 15 $10.99 $15.98 $20.98 $23.98 $28.98 $13.99 $2.49
135 - 24 & APS 25 $10.99 $15.98 $20.98 $23.98 $28.98 $17.99 $3.99
135 - 36 & APS 40 $10.99 $15.98 $20.98 $23.98 $28.98 $20.99 $5.99
110/126*** $10.99 na na na na $26.99 N/A
120  (4x5/5x5)* $10.99 $15.98 $20.98 $23.98 $28.98 $16.99 N/A
4x5 sheet* $8.99 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
5x7 sheet* $10.99 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
8x10 sheet* $16.99 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

7 BUSINESS DAYS
FILM SIZE DEVELOP

ONLY Med Resolution High resolution Med Resolution High resolution
135-24 $11.99 $16.98 $21.98 $24.98 $28.98
135-36 $11.99 $16.98 $21.98 $24.98 $28.98

120 $11.99 $16.98 $21.98 $24.98 $28.98
4x5 sheet* $9.99 N/A N/A N/A N/A
5x7 sheet* $10.99 N/A N/A N/A N/A

8x10 sheet* $16.99 N/A N/A N/A N/A
35mm/120 hand processing $20.00/Roll

The following black and white films require hand Processing: Lomo Potsdam, Efke R100 and any true infrared film.
35mm/120 hand processing $20.00/Roll

N/A
$18.99

Black and White Film Developing
DEVELOP AND SCAN - CD

Colour Film Developing

$19.99

DEVELOP AND SCAN - USB

N/A

DEVELOP & SCAN - USBDEVELOP AND SCAN - CD

$22.99

DEVELOP & PRINT

N/A

We process, scan and print colour negative, black & white negatives and  E6 slide film. We do all three processes in-house and process Colour negative film every day, Black 
and White and Slide Film twice per week.  We send out 4x5 and larger sheet film which is a three week turn around. 

135 120-6x4.5 120-6x6  120-6x7
Medium Resolution 1024x1536 (4.5MB) 1324x1024 (3.9 MB) 1024x1024 (3 MB) 1024x1255 (3.7 MB)
High Resolution 2048x3072 (18 MB) 2645x2048 (15.5 MB) 2048x2048 (12 MB) 2048x2510 (14.8 MB)
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In effect September 1st, 2022

15 BUSINESS DAYS
FILM SIZE DEVELOP DEVELOP

ONLY & MOUNT Med Resolution High resolution Med Resolution High resolution
135 - 24 $15.99 $18.99 $20.98 $25.98 $23.98 $28.99
135 - 36 $18.99 $22.99 $23.98 $28.98 $27.98 $32.99
120 $18.99 N/A $18.98 $23.98 N/A N/A
220 $24.99 N/A $26.98 $31.98 N/A N/A
4x5 sheet* $8.99 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
5x7 sheet* $10.99 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
8x10 sheet* $16.99 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Blank Rolls are free Sleeve in Print File $2.50 per roll
Cross Processing of E6 film $3.00 per roll extra *** 110/126 film developing that requires prints are two weeks in-lab
Push processing on most all rolls is an extra $3.00. However, specifically for colour negative 135-36 exposure or 220 format film is sent to another lab and is an 
additional $20.00 per batch
* 4x5, 5x7 and 8x10  sheet film is processed at a outlab. There is a $20.00 additional charge (per batch) on all orders to accommodate for shipping charges.

DEVELOP, SCAN & MOUNT

Get your roll of 135 or 120 film scanned to CD at time of developing for only $4.99

Receive images on a 16GB USB (USB 3.0) ADD $7.99

Additionally you can have your files sent to you via WeTransfer for $4.99. Orders requesting WeTransfer must be prepaid.

Slide Film Developing
DEVELOP & SCAN - CD
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 7 BUSINESS DAYS 

PRINT SIZE PRICE
2.5x3.5 (sheet of 2) $0.75
3.5x5 $0.75
4x6 (from 35mm) $0.75
4x6/4x7 - From APS colour film $0.75
5x5  $1.25
5x7 $2.00
8x8 $4.00
8x10 $5.00
8x12 $6.00
10x10 $7.99
11x14 $12.99
12x12 $12.99
12x18 $15.99
Larger Sizes Available - Pro scan (page 18) plus the price of a digital print (page 2)
$5.00 cropping charge per print, per size
$2.00 handling fee per image for single cut 35mm and ALL 110, 126, 127, 620, and other odd sized film for prints 12x18 and smaller. This surcharge
does not include single cut 120 film in a larger format than 6x4.5 (6x6, 6x7, 6x9) as they are accepted in our auto carrier.

Reprints and Enlargements - Film
We make prints from all of your favourite colour negative, black and white negative or slide film. Sizes including 35mm, 120, 126, APS,  110 and many older odd sizes of film.  
All prints are made on photographic paper and are available in matte or glossy surface, with or without borders. We inspect every frame to consistently give you the best prints 
available - every time. 
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7 BUSINESS DAYS

ITEM PRICE

12 Month press printed calendar 12 months on 8.5"x11" press printed, stapled in the center. $27.99
12 Month Photographic paper 11x8.5 12 months on 8.5"x11" photographic paper, coil bound center. $44.99
12 Month Photographic paper 12x18 12 pages and months on 12x18 Kodak Endura paper, coil bound top. $44.99
12 Month 5x7 calendar 12 - 5x7 prints with image - one per month $16.99
Single page 12x18 Calendar Single 12x18 with 12 months and one image $11.99
* there is a $10.00 per order charge on calendar orders from prints, negative or slides.

8 BUSINESS DAYS

ITEM PRICE EXTRA PAGES
 6x8 Softcover $9.99 $1.50 ea.

Coffeetable Photo Book $34.99 and up $1.50 ea.
Layflat Photographic Album $54.99 and up $1.50 ea.

10x8 Hardcover $44.95 $1.50 ea.

7 BUSINESS DAYS

Price
$99.99

$249.99

Photo Books

Photo Albums

Black w/ window cover (20 pages standard, 78 page max.)

DESCRIPTION

10 pages - 20 sides Black

20 page, expandable to 40, softcover book
20  Page Hardcover 8x8, 10x10 or 12x12 with choice of paper

DESCRIPTIONITEM

DESCRIPTION

Broadway 5x5 
Broadway 10x10

10 pages - 20 sides Black

Photo Calendars

20  Page Hardcover 8x8, 10x10 or 12x12

We offer three diverse calendar options. Our  donsphoto.com online ordering system has a terrific variety of template options for Calendars. The first option is a 12 month 
press printed 11x8.5, center stapled calendar which is great for an every-day calendar. The second 11x8.5 calendar is center coil bound, on photogrpahic paper and the images 
are sharper  and more vibrant than the press calendar. The third option is a 12x18, 12 month , single sided calendar again on photographic paper.  The press calendar is on 
paper stock and is the easient to write on if you want to make notes.

We offer four types of press printed books. 10x8 Faux Leather hardcover with window on front cover, a 6x8 softcover, a coffeetable book and a layflat photographic album. 
Design your book today at www.donsphoto.com adding pages, customizing layouts, adding text. We have the right book for you.

This elegant album is perfect for showcasing a special event such as a wedding!  Photo Albums differ in that the images are printed on Kodak Edura Photographic  Paper. The 
Broadway Album is a leather bound, lay flat style album made with Lustre prints which are stunning and will showcase your best images! 
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SINGLE SIDED 5 BUSINESS DAYS -  DOUBLE SIDED OR FOLDED 8 BUSINESS DAYS 

12 25 50 100 200+

4x8  single side greeting cards $14.28 $24.25 $37.50 $64.00 $0.57 each
5x7 single sided greeting cards $15.72 $26.50 $41.50 $70.00 $0.63 each
5x7 Double Sided * 4.99 per card $24.99 $49.98 $99.96 batches of 25
5x7 Folded Cards* 4.99 per card $24.99 $49.98 $99.96 batches of 25
*Double sided and folded cards are ordered individually or in sets of 25 only. 

VIDEO TAPES 5 WEEKS other 10 BUSINESS DAYS

Service Price
Gather Box - Prints Up to 1250 prints 2.5x3.5 inches to 8x10 inches $149.99
Gather Box - Slide Carousel Kodak Carousel 80 or 140 $59.99
Gather Box- Slides Loose slides up to 250 - 35mm or 126 slides $129.99
Gather Box - Video Tapes Up to 10 video tapes to USB 179.99

10 BUSINESS DAYS

# OF PRINTS

50-199 (minimum order of 50 or $19.50) $0.45
200-499 $0.32

Greeting Cards

Gather Box

Description

Bulk Print Scanning

photographic paper

CARD TYPE

card stock

photographic paper
card stock

Our Gather Boxes make archiving easy and they are perfect for someone just starting off with an archiving project. We have four types of Gather Boxes: prints, slides, slide 
carousel, and tapes. Inside, find instructions and tips to guide you through the sorting and gathering process. Pick up your empty box to fill with memories and leave the rest to 
us.

We offer hundreds of different greeting card templates from single image to multi image in a variety of sizes and card types. Visit www.donsphoto.com and select online 
printing Super DOPS and create. Greeting cards can also be ordered through our in-store Kiosks.  All card orders come with envelopes.  Photographic paper prints are sold as 
each card, the card stock cards are sold only as singles or sets of 25. 

When you have prints to scan but do not have enough to order a Gather Box- Prints, Bulk Scanning is a perfect way to digitze just a few prints. Gather your prints from wallet 
size to 8x10. Prints must be loose, unmounted, free of tape or staples
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6 BUSINESS DAYS

PER ROLL 1-9* 10-24* 25-49* 50-99* 100+*
(at time of develop)

$4.99 $2.99 $2.49 $1.99 $1.79 $1.29
$9.99 $3.99 $3.39 $2.99 $2.79 $1.99
$4.99 $2.99 $2.49 $1.99 $1.79 $1.29

$14.99 $3.99 $3.39 $2.99 $2.79 $1.99
*This is a per frame charge from individual slides or negative strips of pre-processed film.
These scans crop 2mm around the edge of the frame, very full images with text should be Pro Scanned.
The  cost of CD is included in the scanning price or you can have images returned on 16 GB USB 3.0 for an additional $7.99

135 or 120 High resolution
220 Medium Res

220 High Res

135 or 120 film Medium resolution

FILM

Consumer Film Scans
The most economical way to transfer negatives or slides to digital format. This service is available from 35mm, APS and 120 film. We can scan your roll at the time of 
developing, or from your existing negatives. Please NOTE! All other sizes of film must be Pro Scanned (see Pro Scan section for pricing). All colour negative film and slide films 
are scanned with Digital Ice ™ which is a automatic dust removal system that removes most (not all) dust and some scratches. Due to technical limitations, Black and White 
film cannot have Digital Ice ™ applied.

135 120-6x4.5 120-6x6  120-6x7
Medium Resolution 1024x1536 (4.5MB) 1324x1024 (3.9 MB) 1024x1024 (3 MB) 1024x1255 (3.7 MB)
High Resolution 2048x3072 (18 MB) 2645x2048 (15.5 MB) 2048x2048 (12 MB) 2048x2510 (14.8 MB)
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6 BUSINESS DAYS

TIFF SIZE FILES
PER CD Save Images

To  16 GB USB
Resolution 2 1200x1800 pixels 4x6 @300 dpi 6.1 MB 110 Add $7.99
Resolution 3 2000x3000 pixels 6.6x10 @300 dpi 17.2 MB 40
Resolution 4 4000x6000 pixels 13.3x20 @300 dpi 68.7 MB 10

RESOLUTION 1-9* 10-24* 25-49* 50-99* 100-199* 200+*

Resolution 2 $9.99 $6.39 $5.49 $4.59 $3.99 $3.29
Resolution 3 $12.99 $7.99 $6.99 $5.99 $4.99 $3.99
Resolution 4 $23.99 $15.99 $13.99 $11.99 $9.99 $7.99
CD is included in the price. $4.99 for aditional CD or DVD. *= per frame Quantity categories are for a variety of negatives or slides.
The  cost of CD is included in the scanning price or you can have images returned on 16 GB USB 3.0 for an additional $7.99

6 BUSINESS DAYS

ITEM PRICE

Digital Copy Negative Print to CD - up to 11x17 $9.99
Digital Copy Negative Oversized Print to CD - Original larger than  11x17 to a max of 20x40 inches $39.99

The  cost of CD is included in the scanning price or you can have images returned on 16 GB USB 3.0 for an additional $7.99

Receive images on a 16GB USB (USB 3.0) ADD $7.99

Pro Scans from Film or Prints

Digital Copy Negative and Oversized Digital Copy Negative

DESCRIPTION

RESOLUTION SPECS FOR 35MM FILM PRINT SIZE @ XX DPI

Pro Scans are for when you need to step it up. We scan Colour or B&W negatives, slides and prints. These RGB, 8 Bit, sRGB scans are processed with Digital Ice (colour only 
negative -Digital Ice does not work with B&W film or on prints ) and dust busted in Photoshop. Each file is carefully optimized and saved to a CD.

We can copy up to 11x17 and anything oversize (above 11x17) such as photographs, paintings, artwork up to 20 x 40 inches. All work in done in a controlled environment  
producing excellent digital copies of original pieces.  The Digital Copy negative oversized is not only ideal for larger pieces but also for smaller work that may have a lot of 
reflections such as glossy prints that have bends or creases, prints that cannot be removed from behind glass. A copy of the digital file is given to you on CD or on optional USB.
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7 BUSINESS DAYS

LIGHT MEDIUM MED-HEAVY HEAVY GROUP HEAVY

Retouching Level $34.99 $49.99 $69.99 $79.99 $99.99
The cost of CD is included in the scanning price or you can have images returned on 16 GB USB 3.0 for an additional $7.99

7 BUSINESS DAYS

Service Price
Originals up to 20x40 $119.99
Digital retouching work $80.00/hr

The  cost of CD is included in the scanning price or you can have images returned on 16 GB USB 3.0 for an additional $7.99

Quoted on a per job basis

Restoration and Manipulation

Professional Digital Copywork/Retouching

Receive images on a 16GB USB (USB 3.0) ADD $7.99

Using the latest digital imaging techniques we restore tears, blemishes, cracks, faded colour and density. We can remove, add people, or other elements to the photograph, 
hand-colour black and white images as well as remove distracting objects in the background by replacing the original background with a studio backdrop image. (See in store 
for samples) 

All work is saved to a digital file and returned to you on a CD with no harm to the original. We have created 5 categories of retouching. Hand colouring and the removal of 
background objects are usually classified as a heavy restoration, however it may be as low as medium depending on how much work is required.  

Bring your original and we'll capture it digitally, make any colour management decisions required and provide you with a proof for your approval. The image can then be output 
to your specifications.  This service is designed for originals such as paintings where colour fidelity in each tone is paramount as our experts painstakingly adjust each channel 
for optimum matching.  Additionally, other specialized digital work can be quoted on a per hour basis. It is best to visit us in person to discuss your needs.
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8 BUSINESS DAYS

SERVICE PRICE

Apron White, with adjustment strap $24.99
Blanket - fleece 50x60 inch blanket $69.99
Blanket - sherpa fleece 50x60 inch sherpa blanket is thicker fleece $99.99
Bookmark 2"x6" laminated, image on one side bookmark, set of 4, hand cut $8.99
Ceramic Tile 4"x4" ceramic tile with picture $9.99
Ceramic Tile with Frame 4"x4" ceramic tile with picture in a wood frame $19.99
Christmas Ornament - flat metal Comes in three different shapes -  Benelux, heart and star $16.99
Christmas Ornament (Ball) Ceramic Ball ornament with holly leaf motif $16.99
Christmas Ornament - Pewter snowflake Pewter snowflake with image in the center. $16.99
Coaster 4"x4" coaster with cork base $6.99
Coasters (Set of 4) Set of 4 identical coasters $19.99
Personalized Face mask $14.99
Keychain Button Button-style keychain (includes print) $2.49
Locket Size Print 4x6 print - image can be sized from 4mm square and up $14.99
Small Luggage Tag / ID Tag 2 1/8" x 3 3/8" (credit card size) single sided $7.99
Magnet Button Button-style magnet (includes print) $1.99
Mousepad (Standard) Flat fabric cover with rubber backing $14.99
Mug (Small) White 11oz. ceramic mug various inside colours $15.99
Mug (Large) White 14oz. ceramic mug - white $19.99
Photo Button With pin (includes print) $1.29
Photo Magnet (Wallet Size) 2.5"x3.5" (print price included) $2.49
Photo Magnet (4x6) 4"x6" (print price included) $3.29
Playing Cards 2.5x3.5 with image on other side. Total 56 pieces in a small box $24.99
Puzzle 7.5"x11", 110 pieces $24.99
Puzzle with tin 1000 Piece puzzle in tin $59.99
Tshirt White, 100% polyester (adult sizes: S, M, L, XL) $24.99

5 BUSINESS DAYS

SERVICE PRICE

18x24 Single Sided $22.99
18x24 Double sided $24.99

We offer two sizes of masks a small and a large

Photo Gifts

DESCRIPTION

Yard Signs

We make these products from original supplied negatives, slides, prints, or digital files. 

18x24 inch yard signs on lightwight Coroplast material. These single or double sided signs come with "H" stand.
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5 BUSINESS DAYS

SERVICE PRICE

Micro Album - "Leather" Cover Leather Style Mini Album with 18 pages - 9 to 18 images $17.99
Micro Album - "Suede" Cover Suede Style Mini Album with 18 pages - 9 to 18 images $17.99
Micro Album - Plaid Book Cover Plaid Book Mini Album with 18 pages - 9 to 18 images $19.99
Pocket Album - "Leather" Cover Leather Style Pocket Album with 12 pages - 6 to 12 images $22.99
Pocket Album - "Leather" Cover Leather Style Pocket Album with 16 pages - 8 to 16 images $24.99

"Leather" covers come in beige, black, wine & red. "Suede" covers come in chocolate, black, purple, baby blue and pink.
Plaid covers come in red/orange, green/blue, pink/gold.

5 BUSINESS DAYS

Size of Card PRICE

Up to 16GB card $49.99
32GB card $69.99
64GB card $119.99
128GB card $189.99

Includes recovered data on Sandisk 32 GB USB

DESCRIPTION

Includes recovered data on Sandisk 16 GB USB

Includes recovered data on Sandisk 128 GB USB

Data Recovery

Micro and Pocket Mini Albums

Includes recovered data on Sandisk 64 GB USB

DESCRIPTION

Mini Albums are available in range of attractive cover colours. Carry up to 16 high quality true photographic prints in your pocket! With our 2 1/4" x 3" Pocket Album, you can 
configure it to hold up to 8 double page horizontal or many combinations of horizontal or vertical images. The 1 1/4" x 1 1/2" Micro Album holds up to 18 vertical or 9 double 
page horizontal images or combinations of the two and comes with a loop to attach it to a key chain or almost anything else.

All services are for a basic memory card recovery, no customer editing allowed during the process. Data recovery can be performed on most types of memory cards (SD, CF, 
Memory Stick, XD etc.)  There is no guarantee that we can get the files back, some cards are too corrupt or formatted to recover the files. In the event that no files can be 
recovered, there will be no charge for the service.  
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5 BUSINESS DAYS

ITEM PRICE

Generic trader card $5.00
Double sided trader card $9.00
Generic Magazine Cover $3.50
Memory Mate $3.50
Custom Memory Mate $3.50
Photo Button $1.25
Keychain Button $2.46
Magnet Button $2.46
Photo Magnet (Wallet Size) $2.49
Photo Magnet 4x6 $3.29
Double sided Tag $13.90
Small Luggage Tag / ID Tag $7.95
Bookmark $8.95

Team Products

4"x6" 

Regular button with pin (includes print)
Button-style Keychain (includes print)

2 1/8" x 3 3/8" (credit card size) Single Sided

2.5"x3.5" 
Button-style Magnet (includes print)

8x10 sheet

DESCRIPTION

Set of 8 single sided cards

8x10 sheet (with Player and Team name)

Image only with overlay

2"x6" laminated, image on one side bookmark, set of 4, hand cut

Set of 8 double sided cards 
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5 WEEKS

PRICE
MP4

Video tape to MP4 - 1 tape to 16GB USB (included in price) Each tape $42.99
DVD -  This is a DVD playable in a DVD player. This is a special request and an additional charge for every 2 hours $14.99
Extra copy USB or DVD copy when ordered initially $7.99

5 WEEKS

PRICE

Splice video tape 19.99
Replace cassette shell (add to above price is necessary) 19.99

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE

Video Tape Repair

Video Transfers: Tape to MP4 
We transfer VHS, s-VHS, VHS-c, 8mm video, hi-8 video, digital 8 video, mini-dv, mini DVD, SD cards to MP4 files. You will receive a better quality transfer and more universal file 
format if you have your VHS or other tapes transferred to MP4 file format on USB or supplied hard drive. For transfers to MP4, our 16 GB usb is provided and included in the 
price. For larger orders we can accept an external Hard Drive but it must be a new drive. Approximately 5 GB of storage is needed for each hour of video. Yes, on special 
request we can have a transfer made into a traditional DVD but we will make and charge for the MP4 files first then convert and charge for the DVD. 

If a tape is blank or has copyrighted material and therefore no transfer can be done, there is a $20.00 fee per tape. The reason for this is that we must run each tape in it's 
entirety.

Any recorded television show, movie, purchsed movies or program that has been broadcast are considered copyrighted material and will not be transferred. 

Most physically damaged video cassettes can be repaired or spliced. When repairing the actual tape, damaged portions must be removed.

If a tape requires a physical splice, it is highly recommended that it be copied to DVD or digital file (see above video transfer prices) and not played in a VCR. Splices made to 
video tapes are likely to create a head clog, meaning the VCR must be opened and cleaned.
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5 WEEKS

PRICE PRICE
DVD MP4

Up to 2 hours $49.99 $49.99
Combine 2-4 sources up to 2 hours $49.99 $49.99

Customers must sign off and take responsibility for any copyright material.
No extra copy rate. Full price for additional copies.

5 WEEKS

PRICE

Audio Transfer - each hour charge in 1 hour blocks 24.99
Per additional cassette $9.99

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE

Video Transfers: Foreign Video

Audio Cassettes to MP3

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE

Foreign tape (VHS only) and DVD conversions can be done, to and from foreign source, to and from North American DVD (NTCS).

It is possible to convert most foreign DVDs to North American standard DVDs, but not all. Not only are there different video standards, there are also different regional 
standards and some manufacturers of DVD camcorders have added copy guard to their internal recording software. This is not an issue of copyright, but an issue of companies 
trying to encourage brand loyalty... not all can be dealt with. DVDs recorded in a Sony Camcorder are particularly of issue.

Some artifacting may occur in the converting process. Scenes with a lot of movement can lose some fluidity.

Digital Files for foreign conversions (SD AVI or SD MOV) are available upon request.

Transfer from standard audio cassett to MP3 files. A USB thumb drive should be included, if one is not we will use our Print Refinery 16BG usb drives for an additional $7.99

Minimum Charge $39.99

Minimum Charge of $39.99 per order.
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5 WEEKS

Price

Price per foot $.49/ft
Charge Per reel $3.00/reel

Chapter Titles: $3.00 per title (plus reorganization price if applicable).
Extra Copy DVD - $15.00
Add a DVD or MIS to MP4 transfer is $9.99 per reel regardless of that reel length. 

A rough guide: 3” diameter = 50 feet; 4” diameter = 100 feet; 5” = 200 feet; 6” = 300 feet; 7” = 400 feet. The actual footage count is calculated by our film scanner. 

Home Movie Reel Film Transfers to digital

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE

All motion film is transferred on new frame-by-frame transfer units.  These units basically take a 1920x1080 hi res scan of every individual frame and those frames are 
reassembled into a playable video file. These individual jpeg images of each frame are what are known as the Master Image Sequence (MIS) . A MIS is perfect for the customer 
who wants a  backup that will allow them high quality, flexible format that can be easitly converted to other formats in the future. Each reel of film will have it's own folder  
with each and every frame of that reel accessible as a jpeg file. 

Transfer is to HD - MP4 or HD - .MOV.Transfers to MP4 or .MOV require  a flash drive or external hard drive.  A quick rule of thumb is that you will need about 4 GB of storage 
for every 50' reel of film that you are having transferred.  This drive must accompany the order or there may be delays in completion of the order while a drive is sourced.  We 
can transfer to DVD  on request,  additional  DVD copies must be ordered at the time of transfer. Extra copies of a DVD at a later time are $25.00 

Each new reel of film being transferred to DVD will have a new chapter title on the DVD menu. Chapter titles can be provided by the customer (up to 2 rows of 20 characters 
for each reel of film). If a chapter title is not provided we will title the chapter with the number in which they were transferred. Efforts are made to try and place film in 
chronological order is possible. Minor film repair is done at no charge. If extensive repairs must be done, you will be notified of any extra charges before we proceed.

IMPORTANT NOTE: The charges are now $0.49 per foot AND a charge of $3.00 per reel on every order. The actual footage count is calculated by our scanner.

Minimum Charge of $39.99 per order.
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12 WEEKS

PRICE

All still film developing (including Disc film) $89.99
Super 8 Cartridge processed as Black and White and scanned as MP4 (each cartridge) MINIMUM CHARGE FOR BLANK IS $40.00 $99.99

MINIMUM CHARGE FOR BLANK IS $80.00 $189.99
Prints from Disc film (already developed)* $44.99

*Disc film scans are 2400dpi. Though fairly high resolution, the negatives are so very small, and digital artifacting will show up on prints over 5x7

Movie Film Processing and Very Old (Seattle Film works) still film

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE

files returned on usb

16mm  processed as Black and White and scanned as MP4 (per100')

All still or motion picture film, once developed is scanned, digitally enhanced, is burned to CD. We process what is positive colour film as black and white (and as a negative) as 
that is the absolute best way to ensure that some sort of image is produced. After developing, it is recommended that motion picture film be transferred to Digital File (MP4 or 
MOV). Much of the motion picture film is developed into a B&W negative in order to salvage something from it. Some form of transfer in these cases is necessary so that it is 
viewable by the customer.

Though most types of film can be developed, the quality and success rates depend on many factors. Some films tend to come out very well, some okay, and some very poor. It 
must be noted that these films are often decades beyond their expiry dates. See lab for more information with specific details as to the film brand, format, and exact type. 
Kodachome film can only be processed to Black and White.

The retrieval of recognizable images from still film is guaranteed or there is no charge. "Recognizable" does not mean "of good quality", it only means that there is a physical 
image within the frame of the negative.

Depending on when the film is received, processing may take up to 6-8 weeks.
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We are your transfer headquarters. From Tape to DVD, tape to tape, DVD to VHS and DVD to DVD we can do most of the popular We are your transfer headquarters. From Tape to DVD, tape to tape, DVD to VHS and DVD to DVD we can do most of the popular 
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